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A REFUSAL TO BE CONTAINED,
A REFUSAL TO DIE
Go e t h e In s t i t ut e wo r k co m m i s s i o n , 20 21 .

A refusal to be contained, a refusal to die
2021
null sails, kaolin clay, cowrie shells, cast iron, raffia, and sisal, damaged rope
280 x 150 x 100 cm approx.

BLACKNESS IN DEMOCRACY’S GRAVEYARD
at UKS, Oslo, NO

The Failing Executioner
2021
null sails, kaolin clay, cowrie shells, iron, raffia, sisal
335 x 120 x 120 cm approx.

I must begin.
Begin what?
The only thing in the world that’s worth beginning;
The End of the World, no less.
_Aimé Césaire1

Three large-scale sculptural interventions fill the spaces of UKS. In the first, a mahogany flagpole
towers over the viewer, seemingly crippled by the cluster of destroyed sisal, shreds of over-used sails,
and raffia engulfed by kaolin clay, appearing to be simultaneously dripping and frozen mid-air.
A second sculpture, a distorted iron flagpole, looms three meters high, again dwarfing the viewer. A
third piece hangs from the ceiling: an oversized replica of an antique gambrel, perniciously balancing
a body of clay and raffia on its remaining functional metal hook. With their fragments of torn textiles
and cast buoys, a ghostly shroud covered in dust, the pieces spill onto the gallery floor leaving traces
of dust across the exhibition space. If they are not already relics of a destroyed world, the sculptures
all balance precariously on the precipice of destruction.
In her UKS exhibition, Dominique White (b. 1993, UK) weaves together the theories of hydrarchy
(from below – the dismantling of power through the sea) and Afrofuturism with the nautical myths of
the Black diaspora into a term she defines as “the shipwrecked”: a reflexive verb and state of being.
White works primarily with sculptures that act as materializations of Black life extended beyond its
subjective limits; beacons or vessels of an ignored civilization defined as the Stateless; a realm in
which the past, present, and future have converged into a Black Future. Blackness in Democracy’s
Graveyard is the first large solo presentation of White’s work in Scandinavia, a culmination of thoughts
and research surrounding abolition of the state, Blackness as the many-headed Hydra (a regenerative
serpentine water monster in Greek and Roman mythology),2 and its position as both the instigator and
inheritor of a collapsed future.
White’s new body of work draws inspiration from a roster of sites and events: the global protests
and riots relating to George Floyd’s death; the toppling of Confederate and Colonial statues in the
UK and US in 2020; the destruction and mythicism that hurricanes in the Caribbean leave in their
eternally transformative wake in the sea; driftwood washed ashore; and the act of sailing under a “flag
of convenience.” The latter term is appropriated from nautical law. Here, “flagging in” designates the
process of adding a maritime vessel to the national registry while the act of “flagging out” switches
the vessel’s registration to another country, for example to operate under low-cost safety and labor
standards. Apart from resulting in higher accident rates, flagging out also brings difficulties in identifying
the legal authority in moments of crisis. Repeated use of flags of convenience can cause vessels to lose
national status altogether, remaining indefinitely at sea and effectively rendering the vessel stateless
and invisible to governing authorities. Appropriating this metaphor, White imagines Blackness as a
concept and state of being that fluctuates between bodies and spaces, never able to settle; fungible
like the goods traded within capitalism. These goods appear as echoes in the works themselves where
iron, mahogany, kaolin clay, and rope symbolize the shifting forms of commodification of Blackness.

If whiteness is, as W. E. B. Du Bois has argued, the “ownership over the Earth forever and ever,”3 then
Blackness, seen through a lens of afro-pessimism, is the eternal shifting of positions between states of
antagonism and commodification. Blackness is the denial of human subjectivity; an ontological death.
Where does one venture then, if life is not afforded in this world? Many Black futures are imagined in
outer space or under water and White’s research reaches back to the aquatic afro-futurist narratives
and sounds imagined primarily in the Detroit electronic scene, with the root of her musical references
leading to the Detroit techno group Drexciya. The duo created music to tell the story and plight of
the fictitious Drexciyan people, an underwater nation populated by the unborn children of pregnant
African women thrown off slave ships. Following this, White’s work imagines another world and
manifests as weather-beaten relics washed ashore: the ruinous architecture of a subaquatic anti-state.
The vestigial character of the sculptures in the exhibition is achieved by a conscious undoing of
material that continues as the works age and gradually self-destruct. White undoes her materials,
carefully unravelling the found sails and raffia threads that make up the sculptural bodies. Although
conjured by the artist, she sees herself as the temporary guardian of this cohort of material beings
with autonomy that rejects commodification and preservation. As vulnerable and fragile entities,
these sculptural bodies delicately balance the states of conservation, decay, and destruction whilst
emanating the sense that an event has/will/will never take place.
Blackness in Democracy’s Graveyard is an active rejection of authority and erasure, and a protest
against continued existence in a system that relies on the dehumanization and instability of Blackness.
It is a material scream in metal, rope, clay, and cowrie that slowly undoes and re/members oceanic
narratives: an attempt at world-building after an apocalypse that will never come, that has already
arrived.

Aimé Césaire, Return to My Native Land (New York: Archipelago Books, [1939] 1969).
The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners, and the Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston/
London: Beacon Press/Verso, 2000) by Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker.
3
W. E. B. Du Bois, Darkwater: Voices from Within the Veil (New York: Verso Books, [1920] 2016).
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(left)
Zero Is My Country
2021
kaolin clay, raffia, cowrie shells, forged iron (untreated), mahogany, sisal
410 x 100 x 290 cm
(following page)
The Vindictive Fugitive (formerly The Landlocked Prisoner)
2021
kaolin clay, raffia, cowrie shells, 3 forged iron (untreated) poles, sisal
280 x 90 x 40 cm

POSSÉDÉ.E.S
at MO.CO., Monpellier, FR. Curated by Vincent Honoré
2020/2021

Ruttier for the Absent
2019
null sail, sisal, kaolin clay, worn rope, destroyed palm, iron, raffia, residue from the Mediterranean
variable dimensions

In the nowhere space inhabited by the ghostly ruins of black lives, more precisely in the abyss of the
Atlantic, exists a vibrant vocabulary, one that continues to give birth to fantastic creatures, myths
and operative fictions that issue forth from the unthinkable union of the unborn child of the enslaved
and the shipwrecked. Some of those utterances, full of meaning albeit dispossessed, sometimes hit
our shores and find new ways to manifest themselves to us. Dominique White’s sculptures are such
manifestations. They may give the impression of looking for anchors, attempting to grapple with
the terrestrial, but their vulnerability is uncompromised and does not require fixture. As such, they
embody the refusal of a future built on the violence of colonialism, which goes hand in hand with a
rejection of the horizon. That coastline, a promise for some, a sentence for others.
To equate White’s sculptures with words is not so odd. Many of my encounters with her sculptures,
although silent at first, happened to be filled with intelligible whispers. And if I was unable to decipher
the language they were speaking to me, I could feel their textures and essence. One has to visit
White’s studio to understand that her sculptures aren’t only the product of material hoarding and
collecting, but quotes and annotations as well. Those times I have been able to wander in her former
London studio were always punctuated with moments of pause, my eyes gliding over a passage from
Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route or words from Frank
B. Wilderson III. I was always leaving the place with clay dust under my shoes, and sentences from
beautiful black thinkers in my mind.
White’s sculptures do not whisper to everyone. They refuse to. They also reject an all-too-easy
commodification. Ghosts among the ghosts, every time they are shipped, they fall apart. The act of
sculpting is always, at once, with White, a gesture of self-destruction. In order for the voices of the
dark, oceanic creatures channelled through the sculptures to avoid being capitalised upon, she made
the vow to never fix them, paradoxically, as an act of care.
Coming from the sea, they are bound to return to it, to dissolve themselves and embrace the abyss.
Call them anti-monuments, if you will. They would also refuse to be labelled as such if you were given
the chance to ask them what they are.
Even the hooks that often seem to be holding White’s sculptures are, in fact, perishable. Made of
untreated iron, they are bound to oxidise with time and, depending on the condition in which the works
are shown, wear away and release the other parts of the sculpture. In A Billion Black Anthropocenes
or None (2018), Kathryn Yusoff writes that iron is “the only human thing” to be recovered from
places holding the memory of the slave trade: “The ring formed by a human hand from the inhuman
earth, beaten into shape in the forge, maintained in violence by free human hands, hooked so many
into inhuman bondage – a bondage that ricochets across the Middle Passage, through so many
inhumanities, in infinite arrears”. If nothing held in the hold, then nothing holds with White either.
_Text by Cédric Fauq, for POSSÉDÉ·E·S DÉVIANCE PERFORMANCE RÉSISTANCE Catalogue, Mo.CO. Montpellier,
2020 (page 218).

Outcasts of the Nations of the Earth
2019
kaolin clay, iron, cowrie shells, hand woven sisal nets
350 x 80 cm approx.

CURVA BLU 2019
INCURVA Residency program, Favignana Island, 2019

Conceived in July 2019 on the Italian island of Favignana, Ruttier for the Absent hung precariously
as a beacon on the cusp of the Mediterranean Sea at Punta Marsala in the shadow of an abandoned
lighthouse where the found materials—a sail, rope and dried palm fronds—had first been heavily
mutilated by the artist, then destroyed by the force of the Mediterranean Sea. Translated into the
white gallery space, the sculpture has now been manipulated by the artist with kaolin clay, a naturally
occurring white clay often found on sculptures from Central and Western Africa as an act of cleansing
and protecting the work from the exhibition space. Delicately balancing the states of preservation,
decay and renewal, the sculpture is held by two massive iron hooks reminiscent of mutilated anchors
or meat hooks. Whilst seemingly permanent and violent in their nature, these metal components lack
any kind of patina and are thus left exposed to an unknown rate of decay.

BOUNDARY + GESTURE
Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge, 2019

“pausing again, that time in Hayley Wood, ‘An ancient coppiced woodland with a
fantastic display of oxlips in the spring’. A net masqueraded as an object that have
been attributed to artist Dominique White. Because of this net in Hayley Wood, I
started to imagine building a display, too.
Boundary + Gesture is an exhibition-as-research, which means: I try not to find
things (objects) to put in the exhibition, but rather I try to put objects in an exhibition
that enable me, and others, to find things (information).
Invited to commission a new, site specific body of work, artist Dominique White has
constructed a haunting, a wake of sorts (2019) in the main gallery. This large-scale
intervention comprised of null sails, kaolin clay, cowrie shells, galvanised steel, steel
shackles, raffia, and sisal, was sculpted through White’s use of casting via desiccation,
or, air drying to remove a liquid. She manipulates materials by employing tension,
hanging weight and ripping fabric.”
“The final pamphlet presents an excerpt of writer, curator and artist Imani Robinson’s
essay, Objects who Testify (2019) alongside two risograph reproductions of sketches
by Dominique White. Both White and Robinson’s investigations, in congregation
though not in unison, draw upon the writings of well-known theories of Subjectivity
and Objecthood that are referred to in Robinson’s bibliography within the pamphlet.
Most prominent in this essay is A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None by Kathryn
Yusoff.”
excerpts of exhibition text by curator and writer Taylor Le Melle

a haunting, a wake of sorts (2019)
null sails, kaolin clay, cowrie shells, galvanised steel, steel shackles, raffia, and sisal
variable dimensions

FUGITIVE OF THE STATE(LESS)
VEDA, Florence, 2019

Fugitive of the State(less) | 2019
destroyed sail, palm fronds, tarred sisal, natural sisal,
kaolin clay, raffia, cowrie shells, dual-prong meat hook/cleat/anchor
680 x 160 x 110 cm

WORKS

Partially destroyed banana trees lie along a road after hurricane Matthew
on the coast of Guantanamo province, Cuba on Oct 5, 2016

Install view at Paris Internationale 2019 of the work
a Flag of Victory, a Trophy of Defeat | 2019
sisal, kaolin clay, raffia, iron, sail
180 x 90 x 50 cm

Landlocked Prisoner (2018) acts as an abstract
commemorative sculpture that would have been dragged
out of the Atlantic Ocean, a space which holds the memory
of an underwater nation formed by the drowned enslaved
people, an idea theorised and promoted by numerous
afrofuturists --notably Drexciya--. The sculpture, primarily
made out of tarred rope, which White manipulates and
weaves to create large fishnet-like drapery, holds the cast
of a buoy which, if returned to the ocean, would dissolve.
The commemorative sculpture is thus, here, rendered
impermanent, such as the memory it is holding.

words by Cédric Fauq
for a text accompanying
The Share of Opulence; Doubled; Fractional

Landlocked Prisoner | 2018
Clay, tarred rope, rope, dried palm, destroyed sail, cowrie shells, raffia palm,
hand carved wooden beads, used mooring cleat
Installation view of The Share of Opulence; Doubled; Fractional
at Sophie Tappeiner
from September 14, 2018 to November 11, 2018
Images courtesy the artist and Sophie Tappeiner. Copyright: Kunstdokumentation.com

Following pages:
The Flag of Nowhere | 2017
kaolin, calico, rotting dried palm leaves, raffia, buoys, cowrie shells
Naatal editorial/performance ‘A Study in Devotion’ at Market Peckham (14th and 15th of September 2017)
Courtesy of the artist and Adama Jalloh

Bankrupt Utopia (For Pateh Sabally) (2017) as shown stacked under A Beaconing Soul (2016)
at Flood-tide at Love Unlimited, Glasgow (GB)

STATEMENT & CV

Still from footage taken by the artist in Favignana 2019

Dominique White (GB) weaves together the theories of Black Subjectivity,
Afro-pessimism and Hydrarchy (from below) with the nautical myths of Black
Diaspora into a term she defines as the Shipwreck(ed); a reflexive verb and
state of being. White’s sculptures, or beacons, prophesy the emergence of the
Stateless; “a [Black] future that hasn’t yet happened, but must.” (Campt 2017 in
Yussof 2018)
White’s research is inspired by the sounds of Detroit Techno and Electronic,
where she continues to reference Afrofuturist narratives (situated in space and
underwater) depicted by DJ Stingray (Sherard Ingram), Drexciya (Gerald Donald
and James Stinson) and Tygapaw (Dion McKenzie). Her research also extends
beyond the tangible, with a curiosity for both the destruction and mythicism
that hurricanes in the Caribbean leave in their eternally transformative wake
in the sea. Her visual vocabulary combines an emulation of an abandoned
vessel at sea using destroyed sails, tired hand-woven nets, mutilated anchors
and deflated nautical buoys with raffia and cowrie shells which are all cast and
coated in a ghostly shroud of kaolin clay. She utilises this forceful unification
as a means of dissociating the motifs from their original function and redefining
them as bodies charged with retaliation, protest and resilience. These works,
or bodies, delicately balance the states of preservation, decay and destruction
whilst emanating a warning or a threat of what is to come.

DOMINIQUE WHITE

2015 Goldsmiths BA Fine Art Degree Show. Goldsmiths, London (GB)

b.1993, London

2014 Reception. DIG, London (GB)

Education

Publications

BA Fine Art, Goldsmiths, 2012 - 2015
Foundation in Art and Design, Central Saint Martins, 2012

2020 no. 13 Time Nomas Magazine
2020 Loaded Objects. Interview with Kate Neave. Twin Issue XXIII
2019 GU002 - Various Artists - Bubble Chamber Compilation. The Book of Drexciya
2019 Curating for the Age of Blackness, Mousse #66 (IT)
2018 Nataal Magazine, debut edition (GB/IT/ZA/US/SE/KE)
2018 Skin Deep The Food Issue (GB)
2017 We Apologise For The Delay To Your Journey Thick/er Black Lines at Tate Modern (GB)
2016 Apogee Journal #8 (USA)
2016 WHERE IS ANA MENDIETA Deep Sea (2016) (GB)

Shows
2022 TBA [solo] (GR)
2022 TBA [solo] (FR)
2022 TBA [solo] (IT)
2021 TBA (GB) (upcoming)
2021 Hydra Decapita [solo] VEDA (IT)
2021 solo presentation with VEDA [solo] Artissima (IT) winner of the ad occhi chiusi... prize by
Fondazione Merz, Turin (IT)
2021 Becoming Fugitive State [solo] Bloc Projects (GB)
2021 Techno Worlds Art Quarter Budapest (HU)
2021 Blackness in Democracy’s Graveyard [solo] UKS (NO)
2020/1 Possédé·e·s, MO.CO (FR) curated by Vincent Honoré
2020/1 Mere Skyn CAPC Bordeaux (FR) curated by Cory John Scozzari
2019 Presentation with Aviva Silverman [duo], Paris Internationale (FR)
2019 Boundary + Gesture [duo] Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge (GB) curated by Taylor Le Melle
2019 Abandon(ed) Vessel [solo] Kevin Space, Vienna (AUT)
2019 solo presentation [solo] Art-O-Rama, Marseille (FR) winner of the Roger Pailhas prize
2019 Fugitive of the State(less) [solo], VEDA, Florence (IT)
2018 Flood-tide. Love Unlimited, Glasgow (GB)
2018 The Share of Opulence; Doubled; Fractional. Sophie Tappeiner, Vienna (AUT)
2018 °c. Clearview.ltd, London (GB)
2018 Signs | Beacons. Caustic Coastal, Manchester (GB)
2017 Allen Road Sculpture Park. Artlicks, London (GB)
2017 A Study in Devotion. MARKET Peckham, London (GB)
2017 The Other’d Artist/s. Transmission, Glasgow (GB)
2017 thirty/thirty. 12o Collective, online
2017 In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens. Copeland Park & Bussey Building, London (GB)
2016 Our Sweet Souls [solo]. Limbo, London (GB)
2016 Standing in the Shade. Mile End Pavilion, London (GB)
2015 Utopian Ja. Reception Gallery, online

Media
2021 OPENLAB RECOMMENDS: DOMINIQUE WHITE AT UKS Openlab (Kate Neave)
2021 Rektualiserer avkolonisering [review] sujekt (Tomine Barstad Solvang)
2021 Bølgenes historie [review] Kunstkritikk (Nicholas Norton)
2020 Possessed: Deviance, Performance, Resistance Curated by Vincent Honoré Cura Magazine
2020 “Possédé·e·s” : vingt-deux artistes redéfinissent l’occulte à Montpellier les Inrockuptibles
(Ingrid Luquet-Gad)
2020 “Possédé.e.s” : plongée dans la nouvelle exposition envoûtante du MO.CO. Numéro (Matthieu
Jacquet)2020 Artists struggling to work amid coronavirus, says Rachel Whiteread the Guardian
(Mark Brown)
2019 DEMYSTIFYING THE WORLD OF CONTEMPORARY ART. Buro247 (Tamar Clarke-Brown)
2019 ‘Abandon(ed) Vessel’ by Dominique White at Kevin Space, Vienna tzvetnik.online
2019 Dominique White: Abandon(ed) Vessel Hugo Zorn
2019 DOMINIQUE WHITE BEI KEVIN SPACE, WIEN Parnass Kunstmagazin: Kunst und Galerien
2019 Marseille, ville-laboratoire Le Quotidien de l’Art (Pedro Morais)
2019 Mountaincutters et Dominique White, lauréats d’Art-O-Rama Le Quotidien de l’Art
(Pedro Morais)
2019 Curva Blu IV Cura Magazine
2019 A Favignana residenze per artisti della no-profit INCURVA. Intervista ai promotori Artribune
(Claudia Giraud)
2019 Fugitive of the State(less) - Dominique White [review] segnonline (Matteo Binci)
2019 ‘Fugitive of the State(less)’ by Dominique White at VEDA, Florence Tzvetnik.online
2019 Times Eye Film: Dominique White
2019 Curating for the Age of Blackness Mousse 66 Winter 2019 (Cédric Fauq)
2018 Interview with Ellie Barrett. Young Artists in Conversation. December 2018

2018 The Share of Opulence. aqnb
2018 ‘The Share of Opulence; Doubled; Fractional’,a Group Show Curated by Cédric Fauq
at Sophie Tappeiner, Vienna tzvetnik.online
2018 In Wien feiert das Festival CURATED BY die Stadt. 2018 [review] Monopol-Magazin
(November 2018 print)
2018 THE SHARE OF OPULENCE; DOUBLED; FRACTIONAL @ SOPHIE TAPPEINER,
PAUL MAHEKE, LETTER TO A BARN OWL @ KEVINSPACE [review] (White Pube)
2018 CURATED BY_VIENNA 2018 review [review] Spike Magazine (Max L. Feldman)
2018 Beacons | Signs [review] Corridor8 (Claire Walker)
2018 The Art of Performance Notion Magazine

Residencies

2017 A Study In Devotion Nataal Media

2016 Limbo, London (GB)

2016 “Should You Buy Art Online” Harper’s Bazaar online (Legacy Russell, Haniya Rae)
2016 “LAST CHANCE: Standing In The Shade – Mile End Art Pavilion” Fad Magazine
(Mark Westall)

grants/prizes

talks etc
2021 ‘Where do we go from here?’ Art/Work Association & Auto Italia London [online]
2021 Hydrarchy (from below) Cassandra Classrooms: Lecture Performa [online]
2021 Bite size: Portraying power | Legacies and Futures 2020, The Arts Institute. University of
Plymouth/The Box Plymouth [online]
2020 Elijah Maja & Ibrahim Cissé with Dominique White & Adam Farah – ‘Sanguine August’.
International Curators Forum [online]
2020 Backend London. 12ø collective. (25/01/2020)
2019 Affordance w/ Francesco Tenaglia, Alessio Baldissera Guest Dominique White.
Radio Raheem Milano.
2019 If Words Could Float - part 1. Sissi Club, Marseille (FR) (31/08/2019)
2019 The Artists Journey #2. Bloc Projects/Sheffield Hallam University (14/02/2019)
2018 The Conch, South London Gallery, London (GB) (27/04/18)
2017 Artist talk and Q&A, Allen Road Sculpture Park, London (GB)

2021 La Becque, La Tour-de-Peilz (CH)
2020 Triangle France - Astérides, Marseille (FR)
2020 Triangle Network Fellowship: Sagrada Mercancía Santiago (CHL)
2019 Curva Blu, Favignana (IT)
2018 Formerly Called, Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge (GB)

2021 Windrush Monument Commission longlisted
2020 Henry Moore Foundation’s Artist’s Award [grant] (GB)
2020 Art Angel: Thinking Time [grant] Artangel (GB)
2019 Develop Your Creative Practice [grant]. Arts Council England (GB)
2019 Roger Pailhas [prize] at Art-O-Rama (FR)
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